PATRIOT CAFE
Dinner Special: Choose one entrée and EITHER one dessert OR one
appetizer for a total of 100 points.

Appetizers – Famous Scientists (40 points)
Trading Cards – Must include at least 10 cards (one per scientist), scientists should be
culturally diverse, each card must be at least 3’’x5’’, each card should have a colored picture on
the front, include at least three facts about each scientist, cards must have information on both
sides, must be submitted in a bag.
Scrapbook – Cover must have a meaningful title and student’s name, must have at least five
pages - each one dedicated to a different scientist, scientists should be culturally diverse, each
page must include at least one meaningful photo and text, all photos must have captions.
Collage – Must be at least 8.5’’ by 11’’, pictures must be cut neatly from a magazine and/or
printed in color from the internet, must include photos of at least 5 culturally diverse scientists
and captions below their photos.
Mindmap – Must include at least five scientists with at least one link between scientists, must
incorporate different colors, may be done using a computer or neatly by hand, must be at least
8.5’’ by 11’’, but not larger than a poster.
Journal – Choose one famous scientist, can be typed or neatly written, should be written in the
first person, should include at least three separate journal entries with something scientifically
significant included in each entry.

Desserts – Inventions that have changed the world (40
points)
Newspaper Article – Must be informational in nature, must follow standard newspaper
format, must include picture with caption that supports article about a technological invention
that changed the world, at least 3 paragraphs in length, and must be typed or neatly printed.
Mobile – At least 10 pieces of information about a famous technological invention, includes
colorful pictures and writing, hangs in a balanced way, at least three layers of hanging
information.
Sketch or Prototype of Your Own Personal Invention – Must be your own original design,
must be labeled and colored, must include a one-paragraph description of its use/purpose and
the materials you plan to use to build it.

